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HUME COAL CHARITABLE FOUNDATION
The Hume Coal Charitable Foundation is currently accepting
applications for the first round of funding in 2018. Each year the
foundation supports local organisations which focus on education,
indigenous programs and not-for-profit pre-school child care.
If you are interested in applying, download an application form at
www.humecoal.com.au/community.
You can email, post or drop off the completed form, but don’t delay as
applications for round 1 close on the 30th July 2018.
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TRAINEESHIP AND APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM
The traineeship and apprenticeship program, which forms part of the
Hume Coal Charitiable Foundation, has welcomed its 17th participant
in 2018.
All of the students who have participated in the program have gained
full time positions as a result of their dedication and commitment.
Trainees and apprentices have been supported across a range of
industries, including landscaping, signwriting, childcare, financial
services, carpentry, administration, electrical services, engineering –
and many more.

If you are interested in applying tojoin the program or become
a host employer, please call us on 02 4869 8200.
We’d love to hear from you!

www.humecoal.com.au

BERRIMA RURAL FIRE SERVICE
Hume Coal is proud to have been given
the opportunity to support the Berrima
Rural Fire Service in 2018.
Berrima RFS said that the donated
items would help the volunteers
undertake their work more
efficiently and effectively when
responding to an emergency.
Hume Coal was proud to meet the
wonderful members of the Berrima RFS
and thanks this group of volunteers for
the amazing work they do protecting
and serving our community. A very big
Well Done to them.
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STAFF PROFILE – JOSHUA REID
“I’m Josh and I work as the Environmental Coordinator at Hume Coal. No two days
are the same which makes each day an exciting new experience. My role includes the
collection of environmental data from our monitoring sites, including dust, groundwater
and weather data. This information is used by our team to understand our environment
and how it varies under different conditions. Some other tasks I undertake in my role
include supervising contractors, analysing data, assisting with project approvals.
My role brings numerous challenges however I enjoy the methodical and precise
approach which is necessary for me to deliver on a daily basis.
I studied Geoscience at the University of Wollongong, and aside from it being my
local university, it offered the degree I was after and had reputation for academic
excellence in the area I wanted to study. Hume Coal’s scholarship program provides a
great opportunity for local students to undertake a degree in engineering or business,
whilst relieving some of that financial stress. As a former student, I encourage you to
consider the University of Wollongong and the Hume Coal Corporate Scholarship for
your tertiary studies”.
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